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Flowing Stream Strategy and Blue Ocean Strategy

Blue Ocean Strategy has an
orientation towards
discontinuous and radical
change

The balance of continuity
and change provides four
possible combinations tree, wind, mushroom and
flowing stream

Flowing Stream Strategy
provides strategic flexibility
to manage continuity and
change simultaneously

The key channels of flowing
stream strategy are - divert,
shift, partition and integrate

Every enterprise is a
flowing stream with phases
of converge-flow-diverge

Some part of flowing stream
at times merges into a blue
ocean and a new flow
might be created

The ‘Blue Ocean Strategy’ , as proposed by Kim and Mauborgne (2005), aims to create new market
spaces making the competition irrelevant. It is a radical change strategy that creates discontinuities
and thereby could be applied rarely in the life time of an enterprise. It deals with four actions, i.e.
reduce, raise, eliminate and create. All these actions have an orientation towards change; the ‘reduce’
and ‘raise’ actions connote mild change whereas ‘eliminate’ and ‘create’ signify radical change.
Whereas for the running of an enterprise there is a requirement to dynamically interplay both
change and continuity. Every enterprise is subject to forces of continuity and change. There are four
possible continuity- change combinations as per the Continuity – Change matrix, viz. ‘tree’ (high
continuity-low change), ‘wind’ (low continuity-high change), ‘mushroom’ (low continuity-low
change), and ‘flowing stream’ (high continuity-high change). Most of the high technology global
organizations such as Automotive, Telecom, Pharma etc. are usually placed in the fourth category,
i.e. ‘flowing stream’.
The ‘flowing stream strategy’ deals with strategic flexibility to synthesize the paradoxically
opposite forces of continuity and change. It not only deals with change actions of ‘reduce / raise’
some factors, but also specifies which factors need to be ‘maintained/nurtured’ to take advantage of
continuity. For example, the merger of Indian Airlines and Air India and other related strategic
actions provide ‘raise’ on international reach and domestic connectivity to Indian Airlines whereas
cost is ‘reduced’. At the same time, certain other factors might be ‘maintained’ such as convenience,
service level and schedule.
The ‘flowing stream strategy’ framework has key channels such as ‘divert’ the continuity
momentum (e.g. cannibalization), ‘shift’ the burden of continuity (e.g. outsourcing), ‘partition’ the
factors on different planes (e.g. centralization and decentralization) and ‘integrate’ upfront the
opposing forces by way of offering solutions and mergers & acquisitions.
Every enterprise can be mapped as a ‘flowing stream’ having three major phases, viz. converge
- flow – diverge (C-F-D). As a C-F-D framework the strategies can be evolved for ‘converge’- such as
mergers & acquisitions, alliances etc., ‘flow’- cannibalization, innovation, continuous vitalization,
go and grow with customers and so on, and ‘diverge’ – diversification, strategic entrepreneurial
units etc. One distributory of the ‘flowing stream’ may at times merge into a ‘blue ocean’ and from
there onwards a new ‘flowing stream’ might be created.
Thus, the ‘flowing stream strategy’ framework, keeping a focus on dynamic balancing of
continuity and change of the enterprise, provides an overarching framework; of which ‘blue ocean’
strategy is a special case. It provides the strategic framework to naturally grow and open new vistas.
On the path, it might be both laminar and turbulent on different stretches. Thus, during the journey
of the enterprise as a ‘flowing stream’ different mixes of continuity and change could be witnessed
temporally as well as geographically.

Sushil
Editor in Chief
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